Dear Students,

You all are aware of the recent developments and concerns of the Health of the individuals and also the Wealth of the Nations due to the Corona Virus epidemic.

In India also the concern is raised with the identification of a few positive cases and also a couple of causalities across the country. However, as the situation is not alarming in the State of Odisha, the Institute maintained a collective stand taken by the administrative members to continue our academic programs in the campus (an environment that can provide good individual safety and healthy atmosphere) in the usual manner.

Despite all the measures, as the matter is related to the Health concern of individuals (family and the wards), the Institute would like to respect the sentiments of the individuals and hereby inform all of you to make your own decision whether to remain in the campus or plan to go home. The institute gives complete freedom and respect the concerns of the parents and students. If you wish to leave, please inform your decision and tentative plan of leaving the Campus by 1900 hrs of 16.03.2020. It is also requested to plan your travel before 18\textsuperscript{th} March, 2020.

The Students whoever are leaving the campus should stay back at home till 31.03.2020 or till further notice. Academic arrangements including lecture sharing and lab classes holding will be made for those leaving for home, which will be intimated shortly.
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16/03/2020

Dean (Student Affairs)